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PART III
NEW FACILITY
CONSIDERATIONS
Zoning and Permits
Town of Chester
Unified Development Bylaws 2017
1.

General Considerations

a. Paragraph numbers (¶), terms and
abbreviations below are as used in the Bylaws.
b. The two lots we are considering in the Study
fall in three (3) different zoning districts. “Civic/
Institutional” is a Conditional Uses in all of these
Districts.
c.

Detailed requirements differ slightly between

zones.

2.

Existing Town Garage lot at Depot Street:

a. While all proposed structure(s) will almost
certainly be in the C-I district and so governed
accordingly (viz. ¶3.21), they will be visible from
Depot Street and so may be required to comply
with requirements for visual design (addressing
the street), and landscape/ screening.

b. A small front portion, essentially the access
drive, is in “Village Center” (VC).
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i.

The frontage is less than 100 feet, therefore
nominally “non-conforming”: nothing can really
be built within this zone.

ii.

The VC zone extends eastward only to the
rear lot line of the Southern abutter.

iii.

The current facility makes little, if any, use of
this “neck” of the site except access.
c.

The main rear portion is “Commercial-

Industrial” (C-I).
i.

Front setback is 30 feet.

ii.

Side setbacks are 25 feet at the railroad; the
wooded lot to the South and southwest is
overridden by Wetlands buffer requirement of 50
(fifty) feet.

iii.

Rear setback 25 feet.

iv.

Automotive, heavy construction and
industrial are all conditional uses for this zone.

3.

Empty lot on Pleasant Street:

a. The lot is in the “Residential 20,000” (R20)
District. There is municipal water and sewer, and
this lot greatly exceeds the minimum required
area and frontage for “Class 1”, Setbacks: front
25 feet, side and rear 20 feet. The rear setback
line is moot as the lot backs against the Corridor
of the Williams River, so the buildable area is
limited by the flood line.
b. Existing water main in street is 8”, fed from
both directions.
c.

Existing sewer in street is adequate.
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Applicable Bylaws
Article 2 Establishment of Districts

2.13

In APO District: E Supplemental:

Secondary containment systems and
contingency plans required for handling &
storage of hazardous materials and petroleum
products.
1. Verify whether any part of lot is subject to
flood control provisions.

2.14

In FDP District: Special Flood Hazard

Area (SFHA) and Floodway Fringe Areas: Verify
extent of lot affected and pertinent flood zone
criteria.
1. Submit in accordance with 4.11 Flood
Damage Prevention Review Procedures.
2. Includes compliance with State & Federal
requirements.
3. Comply with Article 6.
4. Design in accordance with criteria laid out in
6.2.2, etc.

Article 3 General Use Standards

3.13

Landscaping required for site

development design.
3.20

Off-street Parking: number of spaces to

be agreed by DRB (not prescribed in Bylaw for
Conditional Uses).
Standard bay at least 9’ x 18’: consider greater
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size to suit pickup trucks.
ADA compliance required.
3.22

Solar/ PV panels are considered

Accessory Structures.
3.25

Wastewater Permits and/ or alteration

required prior to Zoning approval.

Article 4 Development Review

4.8.3 Conditional Uses: Special Criteria in VC
District:
d. Maintain “New England Architectural
Character”:
refer to text for many detailed provisions

Article 6: Flood Damage Prevention Standards:

Refer to notes pertaining, in particular, to the
Pleasant Street site, under Article 2 above.

Article 7: Administration and Enforcement:

Refer to notes pertaining, in particular, to the
Pleasant Street site, under Article 2 above.

Article 8 Definitions

HEIGHT: For both lots, the maximum allowable
building height is 35 feet. A variance may be
required if a hose-drying tower cannot be treated
as a cupola.
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Vermont Fire &
Building Safety Code
[From meeting with Landon Wheeler 15 June,
2017 and follow-up reading of respective Codes]

IBC-2015
(excl. Chapters 8, 10, 1, 13, 27, 28, 29 & 33)

Governs new construction

Ch. 3 USE GROUPS

Ch. 4 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

406.8: Garage areas where repairs are made:
requirements as for NFPA-101, and per 406.8.6
automatic sprinkler is required REGARDLESS of
floor area.
311: Garage areas:
(parking only)
302: Training room:
misc. uses)
304: Office Areas:
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Ch. 5 GENERAL BUILDING HEIGHTS AND
AREAS

Assume Construction Type IIB most likely
scenario, see Ch. 6.
Table 504.3: Max height 75 ft
Table 504.4: Two stories permissible for most
ways of combining the use groups under
consideration.
Table 506.2: area limits for Assembly A3 with
sprinkler system:
Single story:
Two story:
Table 506.2: area limits for Storage S2 with
sprinkler system:
Single story:
Two story:

Ch. 6 TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION

Construction Type IIB: Colloquially, steel frame/
non-combustible roofing and cladding.
Table 602: For occupancy groups under
consideration, exterior walls not required to be
fire rated if buildings set at least 10'-0" apart.

NFPA-101 2015
Ch. 40 INDUSTRIAL
(GOVERNS REPAIR SHOPS)

No fewer than 2 means of egress from any area
Travel distances per 42.8.2.6 see Ch. 42.
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All vertical openings protected.

Ch. 42 STORAGE

REF: NFPA-13 A5.3.1 Parking is Ordinary I
hazard, Repair is Ordinary II hazard.

MEANS OF EGRESS governed by 42.8.2.5 &
42.8.2.6 for parking structures.
Egress travel max 200 ft. with sprinkler
Dead end corridor with sprinkler max 50 ft.
Common path of travel max 50 ft. with sprinkler

42.8 PARKING AND REPAIR:
Unless Parking and Repair areas are separated
by 1 hr. construction, entire facility shall meet
Chapter 40 INDUSTRIAL.
All floor openings protected by 1-hour partitions.

NFPA-1 2015 Ch. 30 REPAIR GARAGE

Floor liquid-tight, with properly trapped floor
drains
Gas detection system
HVAC separated from rest of building
Fire-safe heating system.
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Site Survey
Environmental
Test Data
The Depot Street Town property was surveyed
in the summer of 2017 by DBS Surveys at the
request of CV A PLLC.

Of particular interest were the existing
building locations, sizes, and other space
consuming features such as the Public
Works gravel and sand piles which, at
peak (winter) season can swell to consume
a an area of a few thousand square feet.
Also, we required confirmation of utilities
tracks and exact property line placement.

In the early fall of 2017 and over the
course of submitting questions to the
State regarding the Study, the State
of

Vermont

Department

Environmental

of

Conservation

expressed concern that a bona
fide wetland condition may exist
along

the

southwestern

property line and called for an
inspection

to

make

a

final

determination.
On 14 October, 2017 a site
inspection

of

the

Depot

Street

property was conducted with Ms. Rebecca
Chalmers, Vermont District Wetlands Ecologist,
Timothy F. McCormick, Soil and Wetland
See also larger format images in Appendix II, pp. 3,4 & 17
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Scientist of Pathways Consulting, LLC, Robert
Buchan and Claudio Veliz, both from CV A
PLLC.

Over the course of the site review/inspection
and, subsequently, via a report submitted by Ms.
Chalmers later that month, it was indeed
confirmed that such wetland conditions existed
along that property line.

The resulting impact was to include a 50-foot
buffer from the determined perimeter of the
wetlands area. Speaking generally, the setback
requires

that

impermeable

no

permanent

surface

be

structure

installed

in

or
that

designated portion of the property. However,
permeable paving construction, gravel and sand
piles may encroach on the buffer so long as they
do not disturb the wetlands directly.

While this outcome does limit the options on the
existing property to some degree, the overall
impact is not extreme and enough area exists on
the current property to accommodate the
proposed

functions

of

the

two

largest

departments, at least.
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Analog Facilities
Analogs are other projects – built or conceptual that are similar to the one being considered.
They may have specific, isolated elements
applicable to the project under study or they may
be, in whole, similar to the project.

There

are

two

general

sorts

of

Analog

representations:

1. Projects which exhibit some conceptual,
aesthetic or functional feature which might be
applicable to the project in the Feasibility Study.

A classic example most everyone is familiar with
is the act of browsing through magazines
looking at porches or bathrooms, etc. One may
not intend to design their house exactly like the
images in the magazine, but a particular “look”,
heating system, driveway design, and so on may
be considered when pursuing design solutions
for their particular project.

So it is with the projects listed below. Their
scale, character and designs struck our team as
containing close features to those now under
consideration.

These projects are located in rural regions with
comparable

climates

to

that

of

Chester,

Vermont. The projects are noted for balancing
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economy of

construction

with

quality and

performance. Some are award winning designs.
Most of these examples contain substantial
green construction leading to large economic
benefits for their respective municipalities over
time, in particular regarding solar electric and
passive solar design.

As these examples indicate, attractive, efficient
and economical design features can coexist
harmoniously when carefully thought out and
designed

in

advance.

We provide here the names of the projects for
the future Design Team to search and review.
Due to the large quantity of content addressing
these projects, it would have made this Study
unwieldy. On-line web sites and discussions
regarding their design have been vetted for
being readily available. They are presented
below in alphabetical order.

Fire Stations:
Fire Station, North Andover, MA
Millwood Fire Station, Millwood, NY
Rochester Fire Station 2, Rochester, MN

Public Works:
Bar Harbor Pub. Works Bldg., Bar Harbor, ME
Golden Pub. Works Facility, Golden, CO
Hilltown Public Works Bldg., Hilltown, PA
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2. Projects, typically completed, with very
similar Programs to the project being focused on
in the Feasibility Study, containing specific,
technical elements that have solved design
problems exactly like, or very similar to, the
project in question. The Castleton project
featured in this section is such an example
which users (Fire, in particular) interviewed in
this project expressed interest in having be
considered. Two other analogs in the region
were reviewed and the similarities considered
sufficiently close to those at Castleton, we
elected

to

simply

feature

this

example.

The project cited here is merely intended to
illustrate

some

similar

characteristics

that,

should the Design Team so choose, may be
included in general or specifically for the project
in question here in Chester.
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Castleton Fire House
WALK-THOUGH
27 September, 2017, 4.30 pm

Present:
HG Heath Goyett, Town of Castleton
Department Chief
BW Ben Whalen, Town of Chester
CV Claudio Veliz AIA, CV A PLLC
RB Robert Buchan AIA, CV A PLLC,

GENERAL
The Department provides integrated Fire and
Medical first response services for town of
Castleton

and

cooperative

services

with

neighboring towns, including Poultney.

It is

currently all-volunteer with no office staff or fulltime dispatcher.

Dispatcher services are

provided at State level.

The

building

was

erected

by

Millbrook

Construction, operational May 2015. Fit-out is
continuing as original construction budget did
not include certain casework and other desired/
required

equipment

such

as

kitchen

and

emergency generator. Total budget was stated
to be about $1.5M, with the related Police facility
adding about another $350K.

Heating

system

is

propane-fired

hydronic/

radiant floor throughout, and there is central air
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conditioning.

Lighting is mostly controlled by

motion sensors. There is a full sprinkler system.
The Police department is in an attached but selfcontained wing to the North, which also provides
a base for west Rutland County State Police.

DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY

•

ENTRANCE: For company members, etc.,

on West (parking lot) side, no provision for
regular public entrance or video-phone link to
dispatcher. The door on the East (street) side is
an exit and convenience opening from the
training room to the apron.

•

VESTIBULE:

Airlock

with

large

ceiling

mounted fan coil heater. FACP.

•

HALLWAY: minimum width corridor linking

administrative

spaces

and

providing

easy

access to turn-out room.

•

CHIEF OFFICE: ± 8ft x 12ft, single desk,

files, shelves and guest chair.

•

OFFICER ROOM:

± 12ft x 12ft, double

work-space, center table, files, shelves for
reference and training materials. Used for
reports, meetings, interviews.
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•

FIRST RESPONDER OFFICE; said to be

similar

to

Officer

Room

but

locked/

not

accessed.

•

FIRST RESPONDER EQUIPMENT: Store

room, said to be similar size to Officer Room but
locked/ not accessed.

•

UNISEX

RESTROOM:

standard

ADA

compliant. Located too far from DHW heater,
instant heater would be preferred.

•

TRAINING ROOM: ± 30ft x 38ft, set up with

training tables and stacking chairs for 32. Front
(North) wall blank neutral color suitable for
movie projection.

East wall has blank center

portion for future resource shelves and trophy
case, windows either side, exterior door. South
wall has door to hallway that leads to bays, and
large TV screen at SW corner. Kitchen hatch to
West.
•
Slow

response

time

of

radiant

heat

is

inconvenient for this room.

•

KITCHEN:

Completion

by

installed
Department,

post-Substantial
large-capacity

equipment with type “K” extinguisher but no
hood suppression. The Department is a private
organization; there is no catering for members of
the public.
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•

TURN-OUT ROOM: close to entrance door.

± 26ft x26ft, contains 36 wire cage gear lockers
with charging receptacles and wall space for
future high-school type personal effects lockers.
There is a 6-foot pair of doors (normally open)
into the bays for rapid turn-out.

•

LAUNDRY ALCOVE approx. 8ft wide with

shelving, commercial washer and space for
future dryer.

•

SINGLE UNISEX RESTROOM/ SHOWER:

ADA compliant

•

APPARATUS BAYS:

± 70ft wide x 80ft

long; four (4) drive-thru bays, equipment faces
East (street). Electrical and compressed air for
vehicles is via overhead connectors, these
would ideally have been on drivers side rather
than centered on each bay.

Vehicles are

cleaned and prepared for use here, but oil
changing, etc., is carried out at the town garage
so there is no provision for servicing. Storage is
at perimeter and between bays.

•

Hose spools are on racks. Hoses are laid

flat on floor to dry, which is takes only about a
day in heating season. The radiant floor heat is
also appreciated in this location s it keeps the
space quiet and the temperature stable.
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•

TOOL/ COMPRESSOR ROOM:

± 16ft x

15ft, contains workbench for gear servicing, tool
storage, service sink, and compressors mounted
on rubber mats: garage compressor and air tank
fill unit.

•

HALLWAY 2: minimal width, connects bays

to training room and provides access to
following spaces:

•

WATCH ROOM:

± 10ft x 10ft, adjacent

vehicle exit doors. Contains work station with
state police & dispatch radios, CCTV monitors
for building, and back counter with storage.

•

SPRINKLER VALVE ROOM: Also contains

servers etc.

•

STAIRS TO ABOVE: standard width, pipe

handrails.

•

ATTIC STORAGE:

Within an attic truss

space approx. 10-12 feet wide, for general
infrequent use items.

•

ATTIC

MECHANICAL-SPACE:

boilers,

valves, air handler.
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Site Selection Criteria
The factors that impact site selection will differ
for each department being reviewed here. There
are also potential beneficial overlaps suggesting
more than one department might be sited at the
same location, in separate buildings or in a
shared building. The degree to which this
provides for additional Cost of Construction
reductions of the facilities must be balanced with
the potential conflicts of operations of each
department.

At

the

most

general

level

of

review,

a

municipality will, of course, wish to control the
costs of construction while ensuring that, after all
the effort, the building or buildings will serve the
departments well and support safe, efficient and
flexible operations in each Department for a long
time.

A number of approaches can result in such a
desired

impact.

Overlapping

Some

of

these

redundancies.

include:

Where

core

utilities can be shared, large savings may be
secured

in

the

costs

of

construction.

Proximity Access. Allowing two or more
departments to share common spaces or access
to one another by virtue of their immediate
proximity to one another reduces construction
time and materials thus contributing to the cost
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efficiency of the project.

Response Route Redundancy. Ensuring that a
second means of access to community routes
and corridors is available. In this case we are
fortunate in that none of the properties in
question are in a cul-de-sac and all have second
means of access.

Accessible Town Services and Utilities. This
is a function of expense, and again, in all cases,
ready access to Town services is either in place
or available.

Site

Drainage.

characteristics

Drainage
of

the

and

water

respective

flow
sites.

Centrally Located. All sites meet this criterion,
in part due to the community’s geographic
location and in part due to the historical
evolution of the current Town Services/Office
sites.
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Site Layout Options
Optimal cost efficiency naturally points towards
consolidating elements of all Departments. Such
clear

examples

would

be

combining

HVAC/mechanical under one roof; grouping
washrooms and kitchens into fewer - if not
singular - variations to serve all Departments
under review, here.

Statutory limitations direct that the Fire and
Public Works Departments be under separate
cover. This does not apply to Fire/EMS/Police,
however. So, a natural solution would be to
locate the latter three Departments under
separate roof from Public Works. This enjoys the
added benefit of isolating the dust/dirt aspect
which is such an issue, currently.

There are two dozen potential options for siting
the four Departments in question which we show
in this Study (there are more, but most are
clearly nonsensical). The majority of these are
unlikely to be considered, but are included for
two reasons:

First, even the odd arrangements may assist
those seeking an optimal configuration in
considering all possible reasonable options to
see what is possible, not merely probable.

Second, in the course of pursuing the Design
Process, considering aspects of the more
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unlikely options has been shown to help jog, and

Public Works (PW)
Police (P)

EMS (E)
Fire (F)

thus generate, concepts that might not otherwise
have been considered.

After initial consultation with the Town, it was
agreed to limit the possible siting options to
those sites which remain currently as Town
property, specifically Town Hall, Elm Street (Rt.
103) property and the Pleasant Street (Rt. 11)
property.

The existing condition is shown here, to the left.

Town
Hall

Indicated are schematic forms intended only to
be symbolic and only approximate their relative
positions for mere conceptual review.

The two cones in the lower right are to remind
that on the primary Town Garage property are
Schematic View of Current Dept. Locations

sand and gravel piles which, though they can be
moved with relative ease, must have space
allowed for their placement and clear circulation
for Town trucks to access them.

The RT 11 site will only be able to accommodate
smaller footprint structures if first provided with a
substantial

underpinning

and

(likely

deep,

heavily reinforced concrete) retaining wall on the
east side of that site before any of the allowed
proposals indicated here would be realistically
accommodated.

Not

only

is

this

ground

sedimentary and likely easily shifted but it is on
top of a flood prone region. During heavy, violent
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flooding, such as the region experienced during
the remnants of Hurricane Irene, the retaining
structure would have to be extremely substantial
to resist any damage. This translates into a
considerable potential expense before any
construction commences of the portions of the
buildings deemed beneficial to the community.
However, as we intended to show all reasonable
options to the Town, we include a number of
those which are sited on that location below.

Per the key, the respective masses shown
indicate the Departments based on function:

Red = Fire Department;

Blue = Police Dept. (here shown inside the
Town Hall, the gabled structure to the far left);

Brown = Public Works and

Light tan = EMS.

The two dark gray lines represent Depot
Street/Rt. 103 (foreground) and Pleasant
Street/Rt. 11 (background).

The text only points out some major factors
impacted by each respective concept site plan.
These are merely “sketch” concept reviews.

***
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PW
+ Police on Rt. 11 site.
+ All else on Rt. 103 site.
There is room for Police on this site and
for vehicular circulation; parking, and
minimal future expansion.
Disadvantage is likely much reduced
Police interaction with community.
Possible dirt/dust issue could persist with
EMS/Fire. Consolidation of mechanical
would be cost savings.

Scheme 1.1
F

P

E
+ Police + EMS on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire + PW on Rt. 103 site.
This pushes the limits of site function on
the Rt. 11 site.
Disadvantage is likely much reduced
Police interaction with community.
Possible dirt/dust issue could persist with
EMS/Fire; Fire and PW essentially same
as existing. Consolidation of mechanical
would provide some cost savings.

PW

Scheme 1.2

P

F

E
+ Police + EMS on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire + PW on Rt. 103 site.
This pushes the limits of site function on
the Rt. 11 site. Allows for almost no
expansion. Awkward for EMS staff to go
to Fire training room.
Disadvantage is likely much reduced
Police interaction with community. Fire
and PW separated on Elm St. site
provides both with more “working room”.
Consolidation of mechanical at P+E
would provide some cost savings.

Scheme 1.3
PW
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+ EMS on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire. Police + PW on Rt. 103 site.
Awkward for EMS staff to go to Fire
training room.
Disadvantage is likely much reduced
Police interaction with community.
Fire and PW separated on Elm St. site
provides both with more “working room”.
Consolidation of mechanical at F+P would
provide some cost savings.

Scheme 2.1

PW
F

E

P
+ Police on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire, EMS + PW on Rt. 103 site.
Similar to Scheme 1.1.
Disadvantage is likely much reduced
Police interaction with community.
Fire and PW separated on Elm St. site
provides both with more “working room”.
Consolidation of mechanical at P+E
would provide some cost savings.

Scheme 2.2

PW
F

E

P

PW
+ PW on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire, EMS + PW on Rt. 103 site.
Schematically, this vacates concerns
about dust/dirt contamination. However,
our team was unable to see how PW
could function on so small a site as that
on Rt. 11. No room for gravel piles or
other major on-site functions. Piles may
have to remain at current location.

Scheme 2.3

Disadvantage is likely much reduced
Police interaction with community.
Consolidation of mechanical for F, E and
P would provide considerable cost
savings.
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P

PW

E

F

+ PW on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire, EMS on Rt. 103 site.
+ P at Town Hall, renovated.
Schematically, this vacates concerns about
dust/dirt contamination. However, our team
was unable to see how PW could function on
so small a site as that on Rt. 11. No room for
gravel piles or other major on-site functions.
Piles may have to remain at current location.
Police-community interaction preserved.
Consolidation of mechanical for F + E would
provide some cost savings.

Scheme 3.1
E

F

PW

P
+ PW + P on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire, EMS on Rt. 103 site.
Schematically, this vacates concerns about
dust/dirt contamination. However, our team was
unable to see how PW + P could function on so
small a site as that on Rt. 11. No room for
gravel piles or other major on-site functions.
Piles may have to remain at current location.
Disadvantage is likely much reduced Police
interaction with community. Consolidation of
mechanical for F + E would provide some cost
savings. Offset by requirement for new Police
bldg.

Scheme 3.2
F

P

PW

E
+ PW + E on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire, P on Rt. 103 site.
Schematically, this vacates concerns about
dust/dirt contamination for Fire, but *not* for
EMS. Our team was unable to see how PW +
E could function on so small a site as that on
Rt. 11. No room for gravel piles or other major
on-site functions. Piles may have to remain at
current location.

Scheme 3.3

Disadvantage is likely reduced Police
interaction with community. Consolidation of
mechanical for F + P and PW + E would
provide some cost savings…offset by
requirement for new Police bldg.
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P

F

E

PW
+ All Dept.’s. on Rt. 103 site.
Schematically, this vacates concerns
about dust/dirt contamination. This may
begin to tax vehicular pathways on site.
Disadvantage is likely much reduced
Police interaction with community.
Consolidation of mechanical for F, P + E
would provide considerable cost savings,
but offset by requirement for new Police
bldg.

Scheme 4.1
P

E

PW

F
+ F on Rt. 11 site.
+ P, E, PW on Rt. 103 site.
Schematically, this vacates concerns about
dust/dirt contamination. However, our team was
unable to see how F could function on so small a
site as that on Rt. 11. No room for future
expansion. Little vehicle/pkg. space.
Disadvantage is likely much reduced Police
interaction with community. Consolidation of
mechanical for P + E would provide some cost
savings, offset by new Police bldg. cost.

Scheme 4.2
P

F

E

+ PW on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire, EMS on Rt. 103 site.
+ P at Town Hall, renovated.
This also vacates concerns about dust/dirt
contamination. However, our team was unable
to see how F could function on so small a site
as that on Rt. 11. No room for future
expansion. Little vehicle/pkg. space.

Scheme 4.3

PW

Police-community interaction preserved.
Though no advantage for consolidation of
mechanical for any departments, savings
substantial by renovating P on-site.
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P

F

E
+ F+E on Rt. 11 site.
+ PW on Rt. 103 site.
+ P at Town Hall, renovated.
This also vacates concerns about dust/dirt
contamination. However, our team was unable
to see how F+E could function on so small a
site as that on Rt. 11. No room for future
expansion. Little vehicle/pkg. space.

Scheme 5.1

Police-community interaction preserved. Some
advantage for consolidation of mechanical for
F+E, savings substantial by renovating P onsite.

PW

P

PW

E
+ PW+E on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire on Rt. 103 site.
+ P at Town Hall, renovated.
This also vacates concerns about dust/dirt
contamination. However, our team was unable to
see how F+E could function on so small a site as
that on Rt. 11. No room for future expansion. Little
vehicle/pkg. space. Awkward for E to attend
training sessions; awkward for PW to access piles
at Rt. 103 site. Inefficient use of Rt. 103 site.

Scheme 5.2

Police-community interaction preserved. Some
advantage for consolidation of mechanical for
PW+E. Savings by renovating for P on-site.

F

E

PW

P
+ PW+P on Rt. 11 site.
+ Fire on Rt. 103 site.
+ EMS at Town Hall, renovated.
This also vacates concerns about dust/dirt
contamination. However, our team was unable to
see how PW+P could function on so small a site
as that on Rt. 11. No room for future expansion.
Little vehicle/pkg. space. Awkward for PW to
access piles at Rt. 103 site.

Scheme 5.3

F

Police-community interaction compromised.
Some advantage for consolidation of mechanical
for PW+P, savings moderate by renovating E onsite.
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F

E

P
+ F/E/P on Rt. 11 site.
+ PW on Rt. 103 site.
This also vacates concerns about dust/dirt
contamination. However, we feel F/E/P bldgs.
would be unable to function efficiently in so small
a site. No room for future expansion. Little
vehicle/pkg. space. Awkward for E to attend
training sessions. Police-community interaction
preserved. Some advantage for consolidation of
mechanical for PW+E, savings substantial by
renovating P on-site. [This is not a workable
option in our view; shown only as a schematic
option if Program significantly revised – far fewer
spaces in all departments.]

Scheme 6.1
PW
F

P

E
+ F + E on Rt. 11 site.
+ PW+P on Rt. 103 site.
Schematically, this vacates concerns about
dust/dirt contamination for Fire. F+E cramped
on Rt. 11 site; little/no room for
parking/expansion.
Disadvantage is likely reduced Police
interaction with community. Consolidation of
mechanical for F + E would provide some
cost savings…offset by requirement for new
Police bldg.

Scheme 6.2

PW

P

F

E
+ F + E on Rt. 11 site.
+ PW+P on Rt. 103 site.
Schematically, this vacates concerns about
dust/dirt contamination for Fire but not for
Police. F+E cramped on Rt. 11 site; little/no
room for parking/expansion.

Scheme 6.3

PW

Disadvantage is likely reduced Police
interaction with community. “Nonsensical”
association of Police + PW. Consolidation
of mechanical for F + E and P+PW would
provide some cost savings…offset by
requirement for new Police bldg.
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PW
+ All Dept.’s. on Rt. 103 site.

Schematically, this improves but does not
necessarily vacate concerns about dust/dirt
contamination. This may begin to tax vehicular
pathways on site. It will cause higher vehicular
congestion on the one site and be a major
design challenge to accommodate all
parking/drives required.
Disadvantage is likely much reduced Police
interaction with community. Consolidation of
mechanical for F, P + E would provide
considerable cost savings, but offset by
requirement for new Police bldg.

Scheme 7.1
E

F

P
+ F+P on Rt. 11 site.
+ E+PW on Rt. 1
Schematically, this vacates concerns about
dust/dirt contamination for Fire but not for E.
F+P cramped on site; little room for
pkg./expansion.
Disadvantage is likely much reduced Police
interaction with community. Consolidation of
mechanical for F+P would provide
considerable cost savings, but offset by
requirement for new Police bldg.

Scheme 7.2

PW
E

F

P
+ F+P on Rt. 11 site.
+ E+PW on Rt. 103
Schematically, this vacates concerns about
dust/dirt contamination for F but not for E.
F+P cramped on site; little room for pkg. or
expansion. Disadvantage is likely much
reduced Police interaction with community.
Consolidation of mechanical for F+P and
E+PW would provide considerable cost
savings, but offset by requirement for new
Police bldg.

Scheme 7.3

PW
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E
+ E on Rt. 11 site.
+ F/P/PW on Rt. 103

This fails to vacate concerns about dust/dirt
contamination for F or P.
E would fit on Rt. 11 site with parking and
small room for expansion. Awkward for E staff
to attend training. Disadvantage is likely much
reduced Police interaction with community.
Consolidation of mechanical for F+P+PW
would provide considerable cost savings, but
offset by requirement for new Police bldg.

Scheme 8.1

PW
E

P

F
+ F on Rt. 11 site.
+ E/P/PW on Rt. 103
This fails to vacate concerns about dust/dirt
contamination for E or P.
F cramped on site; little room for pkg. or
expansion. Disadvantage is likely much
reduced Police interaction with community.
Consolidation of mechanical for E/P/PW would
provide considerable cost savings, but offset
by requirement for new Police bldg.

Scheme 8.2
P

PW
F

E
+ F/E/PW on Rt. 103
+ P at Town Hall, renovated.
This reduces concerns about dust/dirt
contamination for F or E.
F+E consolidated. Police interaction with
community preserved. Consolidation of
mechanical for F+E would provide
considerable cost savings. PW enjoys
increased operational area.

Scheme 8.3
PW
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Recommendations
The

following

are

the

two

general

Site

Configurations that our team feels are close to
optimal for reasons of economy, efficiency and
streamlined operation for all the Departments.
One is shown as a distant “second place”, the
other is quickly the favored scheme for the
reasons described below.

Variations on these configurations are, of
course, possible and these recommendations
may well be adjusted based on other factors
known by the Town or which may become
known after the submission of this Study..

These recommended configurations may be
considered starting points for an eventual design
solution which will be most favorable for the
collection of key criteria identified by the Town
and the Design team as eventually articulated in
a full Program document. We selected them
based on a series of criteria which we outline,
here.

These suggested Schemes are in no particular
order and, as shown on these couple of pages,
are mere enlargements of the Schemes shown
in smaller format on the previous pages.

Key aspects of the preferences shown here are:
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+ Combining compatible departmental functions,
such as Police and EMS or EMS and Fire.
Regarding the Police Department’s location
options, we do feel its incorporation within Town
Hall is beneficial for a few reasons. Its space
needs are significant. They may be solved
substantially by expanding into the south office,
currently used by the Zoning Administrator one
day a week, combined with a much more
efficient and safer reconfiguration. This could
save a considerable amount in construction
costs, avoiding new mechanical systems and
site work.

This problem is a persistent one for the Fire
Department equipment due both to proximity
and lack of adequate paving of the access
drives.

The relocation of the Public Works building to
the south would also improve, substantially, that
Department’s
efficiency

potential

and

exterior

for

designed
storage

site

options

surrounding the main (new) building.

Returning to the central concept discussed
elsewhere in this Study, of reducing cost and
increasing efficiency by combining departments
or placing them in close proximity to one
another, we can here illustrate two related
options in these recommended Schemes.
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EMS is more easily combined with either Fire or
Police as a linked service type. Much is the
same with Fire and Police. All these benefit from
potentially shared dispatch room/s, mechanical,
public washrooms and other spaces, while also
having a number of unique areas specific to their
department needs.

The department which benefits most from its
own building and site is the Public Works
Department, largely due to their need for ease in
large scale operations not requiring the degree

Police
Fire

EMS
Public
Works

Town
Hall

Scheme 2.2
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of cleanliness or concerns for contamination that
EMS and Fire do, or the security concerns of the
Police Department. Also, the public Works
operations are at least as active outdoors as in.
The requirements for assembling and accessing
various gravel, sand and etc. piles, as well as
fabricating large assemblies for culverts, bridges
and other site-specific structures calls for open
and freely available space around the main
building.
With all these aspects in mind, the combining of
the departments mentioned are as shown in the
recommended options for consideration, above.

Further refining the recommended proposal
based on all the criteria observed in this Study,
we submit the following planning and design
solutions.

Scheme 2.2 is mildly favored only insofar as it
then allows for Town hall to secure additional
usable space and makes the Police Department
more visible. Fire and EMS share mechanical,
plumbing, etc. and Public Works secures its
required open area of operations. There are two
major issues with this scheme, however that
blunts our pressing it forward. First is the moving
of Police from Town Hall. Based on our
interviews, polling and discussions it is clear that
citizen access to the staff there is a critically
important conduit of information for Police, and
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strongly reinforces the positive relationship the
force has with our Town.

Second is the remedial structural work that
would be required at the RT 11 site, discussed
previously.

For numerous reasons, as are about to be
described, it is the following scheme – 8.3 which we feel is a best starting point for Town
consideration.

Important: Regarding all following pages in this
section refer, also, to Appendix II pp’s 13-16.

If the Public Works Department is located at
approximately

their

current

location,

an

additional access drive from the south (to the
right, in the diagrams) would help avoid the dust
contamination generated by adjacent, on-site
traffic

IMPORTANT NOTE: This aspect of the Study,
in the paragraph above, is now retracted in light
of a determination by the State of Vermont that a
wetland was designated along the southern
property lines of the site, thus making such an
access way impracticable, expensive and highly
disturbing to the wetland. State approval of such
an additional drive would almost certainly not be
granted. This is represented symbolically on the
diagram on the following page.
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Police

Public
Works

EMS
Fire

TRAINING
FIELD

Town
Hall

Scheme 8.3

THIS LAYOUT REPRESENTS WHAT WE
FEEL IS THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE;
OPTIMAL SITE CONCEPT CONFIGURATION
OF ALL CANDIDATES REVIEWED.
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Police Department
A. Remain at existing location.

The

advantage

of

maintaining

easy

speaking access between the community
and the police staff sustains a healthy, close
relationship between the two parties. This
point was made by Chief Cloud over the
course of our User interviews. Preserving
this community conduit of communication
was one of the most important design
drivers from his view.

Town
Hall

Police
(blue)

B. Additional space.

Additional space is, indeed, needed for the
smoother operations of the Department.
However, by redesign both the partition floor
plan on the ground floor and the storage
configuration in the basement this goal may
be achieved. It is this factor: the design of

North

the layout of the Department which is its
primary flaw, currently. Actual additional
“footprint” space may not be required if this
area is much more efficiently reconfigured.

d. We’d then recommend development of
the “triangle” to the south of Town Hall
to accommodate both additional parking
and a more inviting gathering space; a
“Town Hall Plaza”. This would free
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space north and east of Town Hall for
vehicular operations, police parking and
a possible Sally Port.
[PLEASE NOTE: The “Plaza” portion of
the illustrations indicated herewith are
only very general suggestions and are
by no means to be considered even
schematic

design

proposals.

The

authors of this Study have undergone
no efforts to consider possible or actual
design factors which may impact such a
landscape design and is here to be
considered as merely a conceptual
suggestion.]

Town
Hall

Suggested
plaza + pkg.

Police
(blue)

Rt. 103
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Town
Hall
Sally Port poss. loc.

Police Admin. Offices

Rt. 103

Basement: Evidence Storage
C. Filing & Ofc. Storage space
Currently, distribution of office equipment,
files

and

general

storage

space

is

substantially fragmented and distributed in a
less than optimal manner. Consolidating
mid-to—longer term filing storage in one
location while making near term filing
immediately accessible to police staff will
decrease,

substantially

the

floor

are

requirements and free up such area for
more important functions.
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D. Basement storage system

Installing a dedicated evidence storage
system in the basement in a new layout will
improve substantially the space availability
and efficiency of retrieving evidence for case
requirements. This may well also free up
basement space for long-term filing storage,
in which case even more floor area, on the
Ground Floor, would be made available for
improved police operations.

Secure evidence storage systems product example
(Bradford Systems)

The core sequence of suspect processing
will be addressed in the Design team’s
Programming and Schematic Design
sequence in the design process. However,

PROCESSING
SECURE
WASHROOM

the key spaces and one potential

INTERVIEW

arrangement intended to satisfy that
sequence is shown at left. A suspect is

HOLDING

transported to the sally port, enters the
secure lobby then is processed and/or
interviewed, depending on the nature of the

SECURE LOBBY

situation. If necessary they will be held and
will have access to a specially designed
washroom.

SALLY PORT
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Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
A. Incorporate

EMS

facility

under

same

(structural) roof as Fire Dept. at north end of
current Depot Street site, while enabling this
department to function separately.

B. New storage system for medical equipment.
Much as with Police Dept., the EMS facility
space requirements may be reduced – thus
improving

Project

Cost

–

by installing

a

commercial storage system, dedicated to EMS
needs.
C. Both

the

new

Director’s-

and

the

Dispatcher’s/Assistant’s offices must include
daylight and eye-healthy artificial lighting, none
of which is present at this time. View to
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approaching vehicles and general view of
exterior activity for EMS and Fire also increases
general passive security on-site.
The key spaces to accommodate are in two
groups, as it is for three of the four Town
services (EMS, Fire + Pub. Wks.).
RESTROOM
These are the apparatus bays and what are
referred to, generally, as the “finish” spaces,
DISP./ASST. OFC.
EQUIP.
STOR.
(TO
TRAINING
RM.)

because these spaces where staff and public
are found most of the time have finished
surfaces and are less directly utilitarian than the
apparatus bays.

DIRECTOR’S
OFC.

The two apparatus bays are immediately
attached to the EMS vehicle Equipment Storage
space. This group may be thermally sealed from
the finish spaces as called for by the users’
detailed requirements to be addressed in the
programming phase of design.

FINISH SPACES
APPARATUS
BAYS
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Fire Department
A. Locate in new structure towards the north
portion of the Elm Street Town property. Option
to locate EMS under same structure but
functioning

autonomously.

B. Direct vehicular access to Elm Street.

C. Paved drives to Fire Department and Public
Works

to reduce/eliminate undue dust/dirt.

D. Clear signage graphics representation at
Elm Street in the form of physical signage and
lighting to increase Town Services identity and
safety

at

property

entryway.
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E. In locating the fire department/EMS in this
position, the opportunity is in the Town’s hands
to direct the Design team to develop a design
which is symbolic of the values of the community
which it serves. This is a charged subject in
many communities as it generally is viewed as a
possibly polarized discussion. But while that
discussion

will

ensue,

we

may

suggest

considering a factor supported by numerous
studies and narratives. That is the image that
prospective corporations considering relocation
seek. A fire station is considered a symbol of the
community’s

self-image.

At

a

time

when

nationally, rural communities are struggling to
attract corporate residents to help their regional
employment and potential future growth, this
may be a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to so
impact that image.
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SHOWERS (OSHA)
TURNOUT ROOM

TRAINING RM.

TRAINING
FIELD

SCBA 1+2
APPARATUS
BAYS

DISPATCH

BRIEFFING RM.
FINISH SPACES:
CALL SUPPORT (LEFT);
STAFF SUPPORT (RIGHT)

Schematic diagram of one of many possible key function configurations.
Numerous other “support”; secondary functions not shown.
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Public Works
A. Locate in new structure towards the south
portion of the Elm Street Town property.
Bias sand/gravel piles, site soil processing
stations

and

stored

equipment

along

the

northeast property line (along railway side).

B. If Public Works Building to accommodate
bay openings on opposite sides of building, then
orientation should be northwest to southeast to
allow for truck turn at rear of building. If only
single entry, this will allow additional space to
southwest

for

gravel

storage,

etc.

C. Clear signage graphics representation at
Elm Street in the form of physical signage and
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lighting to increase Town Services identity and
safety at property entryway.

SALT SHED

APPARATUS BAYS
THROUGH DRIVE

TOOLS &
STOR.

BREAK RM.

POLE BARN

RESTROOM

OFFICE
HEATED
SHOP BAY
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The spaces, descriptions and interrelationships
of the elements described in this Study are
based on user input, research by the authors
and requests and dictates from Town
leadership, Department heads and other
sources. These are for the general use of rough
cost estimations, area requirement
determinations and projections of functions.

Further, because the mechanical specifications
and configurations in any given design project
are dependent on the eventual massing, use,
circulation and proximity relationships, among
many other factors, discussion of mechanical
requirements beyond general requirements and
desires in this Study have been omitted.

Variable which can, in many cases, result in
dramatic reductions in cost are described below.
These, of course, are not the extent of the
options available, but should be considered in
any design effort.

1. Department proximity. The closer that
departments may be placed in to one another,
the greater their ability to share services.
Mechanical, plumbing, electrical, parking,
driveway configurations and other aspects may
be much reduced as cost factors in a design.

2. Multi-level construction considerations.
This is a balancing effort between justifying the
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cost of an elevator for a 2 story structure against
the savings in area of foundation. This project
does not require more than an articulated flat
slab for the foundation of the apparatus bays or
even the finish spaces. Savings will be less
significant in such a scenario. In addition, a
number of the existing users expressed their
desire to maintain spaces on a single level to
ease operations.

3. Material selection. While numerous
materials exhibiting advanced protective
characteristics have entered the market in the
past two decades which may appear expensive
on a square footage basis, the rapidity and ease
with which construction crews can install them
can more than offset the material costs.
Insulated metal panels are such an example.
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